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The of Silicate Glasses, Review of SelectedMelting Topicsa

' (Outline)

Lecture to be Presented at Westinghouse Hanford Company,
March 21-22, 1995

Dr. E. L. Swarts

1.1 Historical perspective

1.2. Traditional glass-making = art + science/engineering

1.3. LLW glass-making, in need of decoupling/independent
control of processes

1_4. The LLW Process - special needs/characteristics

1.5. DISCLAIMER: Not a comprehensive review, partially
redundant

2. ,,The Me!tin_
=

2.1. Compositions

2.2. Batch materials criteria

2.3. Hatch materials sources

: 2.4. Special considerations re the LLW process
=

2.5. Primary reactions

2.6 Melting of batch on molten glass (Siemens Tank)

2.7 All-electric melters: "cold-top" design

2.8. Melting accelerators

3. _ l_ith P. Hrma at Ba_te_hwest. Coals to Newcastle?)

3.1. A problem in Siemens melting

3.2. Origins

O 3.3. Mechanisms of fo::mation/decay

;
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4. Refining (Bubble Removal

4.1. Interaction of gases with commercial silicate melts

4.2. Solubility and diffusion of gases in glass

4.3. Removal of bubbles from molten glass

5. Homogenization (Reduction of Chemical Heterogeneity to Acceptable

5.1. Terminology

5.2. Degree and kind of heterogeneity in different products

5.3. Methods of detection

5.4. Sources of heterogeneity

5.5. Homogenization Mechanisms
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Melting of Silicate Glasses: a Review of Selected Topics

LeCturesPresented at Westinghouse Hanford Company,
March 21-22,1995

E. L.SWa_

1. Introduction
' _l i III I I W I --

1.1 A very brief historical perspective: from obsidian
to LLW

_

' 1.2 Glass-making = art + science/engineering, the
proportionschangingovertheyears,dependinsonproduct.

1.21. SiO2 the ideal glass for many applications,.

but too hard to fabricate into needed shapes economically.
= 1.22. Addition of alkali lowers viscosity.

Fig. 1. The soda-s_lica binary

1.23. Other additions yield specific prope_es,
, e.g., color (transition elements), low expansion coefficient
: (B), optical properties (Pb, rareearths), durability (Al).
=

Fig. 2. The S-L-,..¢ternary

1.24. Early technology =_ crude _ix'_es

_ melted in small clay pots, hold/rig and stirring =_ requiredhomogeneity, with high technical aids of potatoes and
_3

green wood!
-

' ,, ....................... ,,..... r, ...... ',_, ",, ................,...........i_',,........ ,l_,_,,_l,mi,iiri_,_H,,,ii, _,'_1'_
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1.25. Especially in last 100 years, art replaced

(partially)byscience
::_ today's low cost commodities, e.g., float

glass, lishtbulbs, insulation and reinforcement fibers,
blown or pressedconta/uers,tableware, e.g., Corning's
Corel "sandwich" sm_ture), borosilicate laboratory and
industrial chemical containers.

qp

"_, high tech Opticalfibers, low expansion
telescope mirrors, packages for electronic devices, etc.

=:_ encapsulants for nuclear waste (Saclay-
France, Savannah River, West Valley, Hanford).

au

, !.3. Still more science needed, molting/refm/ng /
forming, due to couplins/overlap of different processes =:,
lack of independent control, e.g., melting reactions,
refining, homogenization, thermal conditioning for forming

= Fig. 3. Overlap ofprocessing in traditional
gtass-ma_ng

: 1.4. LLW encapsulation process not likely not as
demanding of some steps, e.g., small bubble removal, but
far more demanding, e.g., with respect to emissions,
refractory interactions

1.5. Discl_er: TNs review will s_t'er from

incompleteness on subjects relevant to LLW needs and
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deals mostly with Na20'CaO-SiO 2 (S-L-S) compositions
made in large float furnaces by sulfate fining technology.

2. The Molting_

2.1. Somo typical commercial compositions: 50-75%
SiO2 + alkali, alka[ine earths, alumina, boric oxide, minor
components =_ specific properties

Frg. 4, Typical commercial composttWns

2.2. Batch mater/als criteria

(_ - availability/costs (including beneficiafion,
waasportation)

- impurity level tolorance
- particle size requirements of the melting

process (avoiding segregation in the batch that exacerbates
inhomogeneity, yioldin8 canT-over from dusting, causing
refractoryfrontage, plugging checkers of a Siemens tank,
controllin8 reaction times)

-volatilization/pollution, e.g., F (fiberglass), SOx,
NOx, Se ("bronze" float glass)

11

2.3. Batch material sources

- silica ¢:: natural san&: "dirty" sand less

- O e_ive than "clean" sand (compare West Coast sand
with Ottawa, Pemm, Kona)

- .

......... Pql ........... P'I .r '_[ ........ _lr ....r_'l,' rll',' " ,l_,r ........ i ' ,1_,,,,'_' ,a. ,e, ",,,'"1_,_,,rl)V..... s'rll...... I_' II"l_lFga'"Mq'""!ll _,l"_r_'ml[leta''' I,IIV'lrl'_[ir_c_f_,.' e¢_/flf¢c_c')
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- atkali¢=sodaash(Na2CO3),currentlymostly

from natural trona deposits in Wyomins: also caustic soda
(50% aqueous NaOH)

- alkaline earths _ limestone(CaCO3), dolomite
(CaCO3"MsCO3)

- alumina _ feldspars, nepheline syenite, kaolin,
blast furnace sla8 (CaO-MsO=SiO2-AI203), calcined/
hydratedAI203

- boric oxide _:: borax (Na20-B203), natural
borate minerals, boric acid

- cullet _= process waste, recycling, application
related to purityrequimmen_

- melting accelerants / fining agents / redox
c_ntrol _ salt cake (Na2SO4), Sb205 + nitrates, blast
furnace slag

-colorants ¢:: transition metal oxides, impurities
or deliberate additions (for final product properties or

; processcontrol)

- LLW components =:, nitrates, nitrites?, cations?

" 2.4. Special considerations re the LLW process
_

i - components of LLW ¢=_redox control of
melting

= " " " radiation transfer during

_ melting

- durabilityversuscost=_loweralkali,higher

AI20 3,B2037
=

=

'" l" ...... ' ,,r,'"..... .... 'II " M 11,W'" _'_......" r_l!_lll_rli,,.11_F[llw,ll_l,ll[lll..... IIII,HII ...... 11'II__I' [I_I'_(fill
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- partial©sizes specificLLW procoss:
conventional process considerations _ reaction rates, cost,
furnace carry-overproblems

F_g. 5. Effect of grain size on melting time

2.5. Primary reactions (dependent upon composition
and process: for %anilla" S-L-S/n a Siemens tank

2.51. Carbonate reactions (studied m great detail,
many reports of laboratory results and proposals for

: fundamental reaction paths: not likely significant to LLW
process development

- formation of eutectics possible in
.principle, but partiole size differences and inter-particle

£

wetting may interfere

- CO2 evolution, thermally and from
reaction with ssmdgrains stirs the melting mixtm'e

i
£

2.52. Final sand dissolution, the lim/ting step

- li_aited by diffusion kinetics of Si02 imo
2 the viscousfinalcomposition

- Si02 d/ffxlsion grad/ent sensitive to batch
: additives (melting accelerators)

ir,lllii1 ..... ir=,.r,a,,p_lllS .... ,,pE lallil!i!_,aI,,,imI,, ,r
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2.6. Molting of Batch on Moltox/Glass (Siemens
Tan )

Fig, 6. Schematic elevation view of a generic
Sieme_ tank

Fig. 7. Ap_oximate temperature profile ,Siemens
tank

2.61. Batch logs heated from above: primaxy
energy. ¢= _ radiation from the flames and re -
radiation_om the crown(Hammel_akah_i)

Fig. 8. Ablation melting (Hammel)

-_ outermost layer at hishost temperature =_

: thin foam (_
-below the foam, with decreasing T, a

liquid layer containing und/ssolved batch, a few mm thick
- within 2-3 eta, unreacted batch at near

room temp (!)_

: 2.62. Rna-off or ablation of outer liquid phase
_

- highly dependent upon batch shape,
melting limited by the rate at which the L_quidlayer runs

_- off, exposing co!d, untescted batch

Fig. 9. Effect of shape on abtat_on rate (HammeO

!

- obv/ously dependent upon fiaz_e T:
1300°C _ 1550°C doubles rate

,i , li i_!_1rl , ,lit_ ,,, ,_ .... III , n e' II,ffll_q[Ip........ fl [_11, '1 I1 miller'
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Fig. 10. Effect ofT on abtat_on rate

2.63. Heating of batch from below by hot glass

Fig. 11. (same as Fig. 6)

- dependentuponradiantheating
characteristics (emissivity) of the glass, e.g., on its FeOx
e_ntent

. - dependent upon movement of hot molten
glass

2.64.The "St_'i_ Zone" =, tank flows

- - temperature coefficient of density for a
generic S-L-S melt

° ~ 2.38 g/cm at 110(PC
-0 2.33 " " 1450"(2

' =sm_,HAsindensity =) a large volume of
-_ slowly flowing :,_oltenglass from hotter to colder regions
=2

Fig. 12_Density-driven longitudmat flows

-energy input, 5istribution _ "hot-spot"

: - moRen glass cools at cold walls / bottom

= _ and under surface of batch _ sett_ up a complex slow-
flow circular/on system within the tank
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Fig. 13. Three dimensional flows

2.65. Radiation heat tmmfer from above ocAT

between flames/crown and glass surface and limited, but
enhanced by

- bubbling from below lifts cold glas_

Fig. 14. Bubbling to enhance heat transfer

-,electric boosting

Fig. 15. Electrical boosting

- ®
: 2.7. All-electric melters, e.g., "cold-top" designs

Fig. 16. Generic submerged throat etectr_c
melter

: Fig. 17. Cold-top melter (Woolley) .

2.71. Advantages include

- much better control of volatilization

- higher energy efficiency
, - control of internal flows w/thin the tank
=.__

2.72. Disadv__ges include

= @?

't' ra......... lid "li,_llillr II Ili,,l'r lt, '.... rl) ' ' ,,.... _1, 'I'11 {li ' mlallqll"''fPlPr Irl r_ , _lI' "'l_ll'' lit" , rl,)_ ill]li iri ......



- hisher cost of electrical energy '
=8enerelly fi_ter refiactory erosion

2.8. Melting accelerators

2.81. Liquid additions to batch =:, intimate
mixing/faster reaction

- (usuany 4 preventsdusting
and segregation, helps distribute water-soluble species, e._;.,

alkali, around sand _ =_ faster melting, but at
additional cost of energy required to drythe batch

- @ '

Fig. 18. Energy cost of H20 addition to batch

- -partial tepl_.em of alkali by caustic

= soda (50% aqueous NaOH) =_ advantages /
= disadvantages of batch wetting (less carbonate tObe

dccomt_sed, but cost premium over soda ash)
- fossil fuel oil =_ no batch dissolution,

but added energy to the melting process

q,

2.82. Minor additions to the batch, e.g., LI20,
-..

B203, F _ fluidity of the melt, but usually with

(_ -cost premium for the batch
-increased refractory corrosion

: -environmental problems
-

_

-----o_
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2.83. Additions of SO3 as "salt cake" (Na2SO4)

or gypsum (CASO4.21-120),at a level _-O.2%final glass wt.
- claimed by some to react with carbonates

::_ lower melting eutectic (liquid) phase ::_ faster
dissolution of sand grains

-claime_ by others to inhibit initial sand
grain dissolution due to coating of those grains, retarding
their reaction with cadmnates

- net dissolution effect likely dependent
ul_n amount of addition and _ size of the sand

" =act like a wetting agent

Fig. 19. Acceleration of melting by salt cake
=

- generate Liesegang ring-like S03-rich
shells around dissolving sand grains _ acceleration of

=- dissolution more complex than by simple wetting
(Hammel / Bloss at PPG)

Fig.20. S-rich rings around dissolving sand
grains (7-Iammel/Bloss)

- facilitate removal of bubbles from

_ dissolving sand grakas, preventing their flotation and
: formation of a "silica scum"

_ Fig. 21. Bubble removal from sand grains in lab
melts
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- plus _hem/cal reducing agents, e.g.,
powdered coal or gl_hite, or blast furnace slag contain/ng

sulfides -_ dexompose Na2SO4 at lower temperatures
:=_ faster melting (but irrolzvant as,one lowers salt cake
additions to moot emissions limits)

2.84. CuRet (scrap glass) addition

- advantaseous, requires ~60% of the total
energy required for mw batch

Fig. 22. Cullet melting advantage

-disadvantage: melting cutlet ::_ viscous

phase in the batch pile =:_ ablation

- disadvantage: cuUet in the batch pile

reduces its insulating characteristics _ decreases
AT between heat source and batch surface _ slower
ablation

=disadvantage: culler particles compete w/rh

undissolved sand gra/ns for reaction with alkali
slower sand dissolmion

- =disadvantage: presence of too high

proportions of curet _ difficulty in bubble removal:
mechanisms complex, but related to SO3 refining

i - in practice, the % culler _ compromise
- between necessary recycling and efficient furnace

-_ _) operation

III

=
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- has yielded widely varying claims of

melting acceleration in pilot-scale tri'als
- requires additional capital investment and

operating costs for the pelletizing equipment.
- not widely used in commercial practice.

3.Foam

_ , 3.1 A problem in Siemens melting

- insulation of the molten glass from the radiation
from flames and crown, reduction of up to 60% in energy

transfer
; - limitation of maximum crown temperature

slower melting/less complete refining

3.2 Origin
- bubble raft from melting covers melt.

=

Fig. 23. Foam in a Siemens tank

2 - bubble generation from batch reactions
2

3.3 Meehaxtisms of formation
=

3.31. Decomposition of carbonates? Very small

scale labexperiments with carbonates and remelted culler_

(Kzppel et al.)
=

-,, ii, _,, i, m ,, ,1 , rl ' ......... lr li i, iii r]l_lll_rpl.... i, i i lr"
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2.85. Pre-compaction of batch by pelletizing,
forming intobriquettes or pellets

- requires additives, e.g., caustic soda to "glue"
the batch together and yield pellets strong enough to
withstand handling

- reduces dusting and carry-over
- may increase effieieney by allowing

preheating from exhaust gases
- drastically changes the instdating

.7.

propeaies of the batch as it eaters the fixmace
- subject to many plant trials



-_lbto C02 bubble foams that decay
exponentially ,int/mo.

I I Fig. 24 Decay offoam (Kappel et al.)
!

-decay of foam dependent upon lhinning of
bubble laminae (viscosity)

i

Frg.25. 7 inmngof bubble laminae (Kappel et
at.)

-but Kapt_l's foam decay eonslant
apparently _ glass composition in a complex manner

" O "

Fig. 26. Foam decay constant vs viscosity
(Nappel et al.)

- presence of SO2 =_ accelerated foam
decay

. 3.32. Decomposition of sulfates

- in float tanks, foam ¢:_ sulfate content of

batch, decomposition: higher suliiite in batch :=_ more
foam

= foam generation linked by Hrma et al. to
sulfate level, sand grain size, rates of temperature increase

_ of the melt, and SO3 levels in the glass.- two foam generation mechanisms related
by Hnna et al. to different forms of sulfate in the melt

tsl11qql,,te, ,, lM Flip' Illltell
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Fig. 27. Foam volume vs i,_me,fine sand (Kim
andHrma)

Fig. 28. Foam volume vs t_me, coarse sand (Kira
and Hrma)

- conclusion by Hnna et al.: foam _ sand
gra_ and bubble growth

- in float tanks, stable formation near the hot
spot at least from the bubble nucleation mechanism

- very small additions of alumina
decreased solubility of SO3, more foam at lower

s

temperatures
- irrespective of details, sulfate-containing

-_ melts =:, stable foams =_ interfere with the process
- foams destabilized by flames, reducing

agents, e.g., carbon or water spray

3,33. Alkali-iron-alumino-borosilicate simulated

NWG compositions s-tudiedat Battelle Northwest
(laman)

- reboil pressure oc higher dissolved H20

and 02
- in the foam major, 02, lesser N2, and H20

; - differences in glass viscosity not
responsible alone for differences in foam stability.

_ - foams destabilized by reducing agems
- experience with foaming at Battelle
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3.4.MeltingprocessforLLW _ collective
experienceatNorthwest,SavannahRiver,Saclay(Trance),
different compositions, melting processes

4. _(Bubblo Remove) [An overlapping process
with final sand grain dissolution: bubble defects likely not
critiGalin, LLW process, butgaseous interactions likely
important]

t

Fig. 29. (Fig. 3 again)

4.1. Interaction of gases with commercial slicate melts

4.11. Why hnportant?
- ratio of volume of evolved gases to volume

of glass _ 200: gases released uponmelting TV glass

(Krttmer) =:, major CO2 (carbonates), 0 2 , NO 2(nitrates),

at h/gher T, 02 (Sb205) =:_ Sb203

: Fig. 30. Release of gas from a TVglass batch

- major combustionproductsfrom gas/oil

f i s,co2,
- fundament_ properties and melting

technology remarkably dependent on interactions with
several species

_ 4.12. Dissolution of H20

- of ali gases,mostcompletelycharacterized

, ,,_ ,,,r, , ,til ...... i, , ,, ,,,i i1,,, ,iii] ,,i, IY ,,n it, li ,,rl i_lllrllll ....
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Fig. 3i. Important reviews, H20 in glass
,,

- in conventional silicate glasses molted

under ambient pressure, total dissolved H20 _ ~ O.1%
- strong near.lR OH absorption in three

bands

Fig. 32. Near IR spectra, H20 in vitreous StO2
and S-L-S glass (Scholze)

Fig. 33. Near 1t2spectra, AI203 additions to
S-L.S glass (Scholze)

- total absorption oc(Pine)l/2 at equilibrium
=dissolution mechanism in acidic (high

SiO2 ) molts :=_ depolymerization of SiO2 network,

analogous to effect of alkali =_ decreased viscosity
)

_Si-O-Sis + HOH ,::_ 2 _SiOH (I)

Fig. 34. Effect of H20 on viscosity of a S-L-S
glass (Scholze)

=increased solubilityinmore basic melts
accounted for by conversion of non-bridging oxygens

2

_Si-O" + HOH =_ ESi-OH + OI-I" (2)

0 -2 + HOH :=_ 2OH" (3)

Fig. 35. OH- sites in S-L-S glass (Scholze)

®=
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- many other effects, e.g., rate of
crystallization, phase separation (Shelby et al.)

- slishtly increasing solubility with _ T

- in float glass, ~ 0.035% H20.
- geological compositions equilibrated under

high temporature and pressure _ total H20 contents of
1 - 10%, near IR absorption from molecular H20 and
combination bauds.

Fig. 36. Higher levels of H20 tn
Na20-Al2OfSiO 2 glasses (Stolper et al.)

Fig. 37. Higher levels of H20, molecular and

hydroxyl, in Na20-AI2O fSi02 glasses (Stolper et at.)

4.13. Dissolution of (202

- Na,20-SiO 2 melts, landmark results by
Pearee _ solubility increases with 1)_i,

Fig. 38. Solubtli_. of CO2 tn Na20-SiO 2 melts
(Pearce)

"N * •

: C02 + =St-O- =:, _St-C03" (4)
2 -=Sl-CO3- _ mSi-O-Si__. + C03 -2 (5)

- solubility decreases with 1'1'temperature

(decreasing stability of the C03 -2 group)
- in melts of conventional lower-alkali

_ siheates, dissolved C02 orders of magnitude less than
measured by Pearce (1O-1O0ppm 77)
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- in geolol_ical magmas, molecular COg also

seoll

Fig. 39. IR absorptance of C02 in
Na20-AI203 -Si02 glasses (Stolper _.tal.)

b_g. 40. Pyrolysis of CaO-MgO-Si02 glasses
containing CO2 (Ra_ et at.)

- addition ofH20 _ higher CO 2

• solubility as CO3-2, perhaps by depolymerization of highly (_!acidic ,m'uoture
mSi-O-Si_ + HOtt =_ 2 ESiOH (1) -

mSiOH + CO2 e* _Si-CO3, + OH" (????) (6) , _ -

=addition ofAl20 3 _ decreased dissolved
i CO3 -2 ,likely due to polymerization of structure

_ 2 _Si-CO3 - + A1203 (with alkali)
i 2 EAI-O-SiE + 2 CO2 (7)

4.13. Dissolution ofN 2
- - ambient and neutral to oxidizing

conditions _ very low physie',d solubility: estimated at
- 0.1 ppm (Mulfmger)

_ - reducing conditions _ chemical
- dissolution, ehaxacteristie nearIR absorption at

= sufficiemly high concentration
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CD Fig. 41. N in S-L-S glass, 2 hr at 14000C
(MulfingeO

Fig. 42. IR absorptance of N in S-L-S glass
: (Mulfinger)

• - proposed chemical dissolution meehanisras
1

II

! ----si-o_+ NH3 _ _Si-N_ + rho (:_)
-- +

=Si-OH (9)
li

- (=St-)2NH+ _O
+

-Si-OH (10)

di

" (-si)3 N + H20m -_' -

-chemical dissolution ofN 2 _ removal of
_ _0

Fig. 43. Removal of I-I2Ofrom glass by chemical

-- dissolution of N2 Mutfinger)

-N2 chemical solubility 1'1"with increasing T
- and increasing acidity

J Fig. 44. N2 solubitity vs T and SiO 2 content in
== 0 Na20= -SiO 2 glasses (Swarts)

-_

...... I............ , -, v_,, _ . ,,r , ,rl '' 'I'V I_uuFr ,,n.... n_' ,lr ........... i, rl.. r qffl' ,v,_,rl _l¢lf,(l#ll,l, 'lIll_¢"lllJ_ IlllJl'llll_'" I]llIIII
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-inm©tallurgical slabswithstrong
reduction, N-3 is present in two modes.

Fig. 4.5.N2 dissolved as N-z m CaO-MgO-Si02
slags (Martinez and Sano)

- oxynitridc glasses an important
technological development

• 4.14. Dissolution of S (SO3, SO2, S-2)

- dissolved species and concentration
= dependent on redox and composition

Fig. 46. S in Na20-SiO 2 glasses (Nagashima and
Katsura)

- under oxidizing conditions,
_

SO 2 + 1/202 ::,, SO 3 (11)
+ .

: -Si-O- =:, --Si-S04- (12)

: Fig. 47. Raman spectra of $04-2 in glass
(Komjnendijk and Buster)

- at high T, SO3 dissociates ::> lower
solubility

A

SO3 =,, SO2 + 1/202 (13)

0- under reducing conditions,

=

_

7
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H2S + _Si-O-=_ -Si-S-+ H20 (14)
u

mSi-S- + Fe+3 =_ beer-bottle amber at

Po2 < ~ 10-7atm

- dissolved SO4"2 removed by dissolution of
H20 at high T (Hanke and Scholze)

mSi-SO4-2 + 3=--Si-O-Siz + 2H20
41Si-OH + 2Si-O- + SO2 + 1/2 02 (15)

_ 4.15. Dissolut/on of 02

- most important dissolution mechanism
chemical, through equilibria of variable valence species in
the melt, e.g., S, Sb, and transition metals.

z

. 2FeO + 1/202 ¢:_ Fe203 (16)

._: 813203 + 0 2 ¢:_ Sb20 5 " (17)=

Ce203 + 1/2 02 ¢:> 2 CeO 2 (18)

: 2MnO + 1/2 0 2 ¢0 Mn203 (19)

- color and radiation transfer sensitive to_

transition metal equilibria, e.g., Fe and Cr

=

- Fig. 48. Fe+2 and Fe+S spectra in glass
_2

_ _ Fig. 49. Extinction coefficients for Fe+2 and
Fe+_ in glass

- -detectable physical solubility

'..
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Fig. 50. Extraction of phystcal and chemtcal 02
from glass (Stelzner et al.)

r

4.16. Dissolution of reducing species, e.g., I-i:
Fe203 + H2 =_ 2FeO + H20 (20)

Sb205 + CO =:¢> Sb2 03 + CO2 (21)
-Si-O-Si-=- + H2 =_ 2 F-Si-OH- (22)

4.17. Dissolution of He, Ne, At
- physical solubility, small but detectable
-diffusivity highly dopendem upon size

--useful a_ _n__l probc_, comparing
molecular pore size distribution in glass structures, e.g. by
Shelby, Shackelford, et al.

4.20_acteri_tion of solubility and diffusion of
gases in glassz

4.21. Problems in c_tcri_g dissolved gases
- failure to attain eq_librium
- i_teq_te control of redox conditions
- problems with analytical procedures and

_ very low levels of most gases dissolved in glass

-_ 4.22. Solubility measurements
: - solubility constants, S-L-S compositions

@

__
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Fig..51. Solubility constants of gases tn S-L-S
glasses (l&amer)

Fig.._2. Concentrations of gases dissolved in
commercial compositions (7(tamer)

- temperature coefficients of solubility

Fig. 53. Temperature coefficients of solubility

4.23. Diffusion measurements

-diffusion constants, S-L-S compositions

Fig. 54. Diffusion constants of gases in S-L-S

glasses (Kramer)
Fig..5.5. Shrmkag_ of He bubbles in.molten glass

= FrischaO

-- - equilibration of electrolytic 02 bubbles in
: molten #ass _ very sensitive detector of dissolved gases

Fig. 56. Detection of pt_s_cally disso&ed N2 and
: Ar dissolved infloat glass equilibrated with air (Swarts)
.

- "  yti_ 4.24. cal methods madlimits

= - H20". IR spectroscopy (requires
@" knowledge of absolute extinction coefficients) =_ ~ 0.01%,

o nuclear magnetic resonance an "absolute" method
-Gi
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r ®
=SO3 :X=my fluorescence (requires use of

smudar& analyzed by wet chemistry) -_ ~ 0.005%.
-CO2, N2, O2 : physical hot extraction

procedt_res -_ ? (large uncertaiuty)

: 4.3. Removal of bubbles from molten glass

4.31. Bubbles us'_lly the most important defect
in commercial products.

at •

- small concentrations (wt%) of a gaseous

species =_ a large volume of bubbles.

- primary meltiag _ a foamy mass,
hundreds of small bubbles/in3 _

: - in final commercial products, bubble levels
_ 5-8 orders of meg_tude tbwer: YV faceplates and
i automotive windshields most critical (in windshield glass ,
-2]

: from a top-performing float _ rejectable bubbles, > 0.2-

. 0.5mm, < 1/ft3
- what level will be required in LLW

product?
" 4.32. Early history of bubbles

mm

: - air originally in the batch displaced by
decomposition products, H20, CO2, SO2, N2,02 before :
any refining chemistry becomes active

- in a large float tank, bubbles from melting
®_2

carried forward from under flzebatch toward upward
_ flowiQg "spri_g--zone" generated by the hot spot

............... " ........... _ .... 'l .... ]q'_ I ' ...... l_ lt[ I ql _l_]III 1 'l jill _]elqqpull ,, IIqll ..... Ilelm[llllllJfll_ll_,), ll,I e_l' ill,llll llllll!l_ i'[qll_ ii([,r[[[_l_l,lll[
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O
Fig. 57; Flows toward the spring-zone
Fig, 58, Typical bubble concentrations uptank of

the spring-zone of a large float tank

- bubble contents =_ major CO2, minor
N2, from primary melting

Fig. 59. Gas analyses, bubbles from dip samples

- in a cold-top molter ?

: 4.33. Primary f'ming mechaaism -flotation

_ voc r2 p/_t (23)

where v = velocity of rise
: r = radius of the bubble

--- p = glass density '

"_; _ = glass viscosity

- -viscosity limited by temperature and
: composition

- bubble size increased by fining chemistry

:_ 4.34. Sulfate f'min8 race 'hanism.
%

- warming of glass in spring zone
_ - decomposition of dissolved sulfate

-_]
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SO ::0 S02 + 02 (24)

- enlargement of bubbles ::¢, faster rise

• Fig. 60. Enlargement of bubbles by sutfatefimng

' 4.35. Oxygen fm/rig mechanism

- warming of glass in spring zone
- reduction of dissolved oxygen source

Sb205 ::, Sb203 + [1/2 02] (25)

. 0
[Fe203 ¢= FeO]

. . enlargementof bubbles _ faster rise
- significantlydifferentfromsulfate

: mechanism, requires more oxidizing conditions than
_ usually used with sulfate

4.36. Effectiveness of flotation mechanisms

dependent upon the flow systems

: - in a Simens tank, glass flows to the hot
: spot through the spring-zone
-_ - m a cold-top melter, internal flows are

detemiined by electrode location and power distribution

..... ,, ifip .... ,i ]lj_,m, ,
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4.37. A Secondary Fining Mechanism, bubble

, shrinkage, significam with O2 fining

- for bubbles not removed by flotation,

cooling of the glass in the conditioner =¢, 02 reaction with
dissolved lower valence species.

02 (bubble)+ Sb202 (glass) =¢, Sb205 (glass) (26)
=¢, bubble shrinkage

- problem, dif_ion of other gases from
solution in the glass into bubbles,

Fig. 61. Interdiffusion of gases between bubble
and melt

.

4.38. Bubble shrinkage also previously proposed
, as a secondary ref'ming mechanism in sulfate refining.

sin

- in principle, S0 2 reina'ruing in bubbles
: should resorb into the glass at lower temperatm'es

"SO2 +_C)2" (bubble) =¢, SO3 (glass) (27)

- picture is more complex in float glass
: (mildly reduced): 02, S03, and S02 not generally found in

bubbles

- deposits of Na2SO4 and elemental S°
_ frequently present
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W - bubblos in float tanks survivo over lon8
life-times in rho tank

Fig. 62. Deposits in bubbles(float glass)
Fig. 63. Na2S04 and elementary 5;°
Fig. 64. Calculated part_atpressures of

elemental S°present tn bubbles from float glass dip
samples

- subtle sulfi_ chemistry at work, likely not
applicable to any practical LLW process, but includod here
as illustrative of subtle chomistt3,found through 81ass-
making

_ _ In principle 3S02 ¢=_ 2S03 + 1/2S2 (28)
2

At a typical oonditioner teml_rature, 1100°C,
AF° - +321 ld and .'. not spontaneous

With alkali present

i 3802 + 2Na20 (glass)¢:_ 2Na204 + 1/2S2 (29)

for which At:° = -398 16 at 1100 °C and .'. spontaneous,
• m accounting for rapid loss of SO2 from bubbles by a
mechanismotherthanabsorption,andlittleimportanceof

bubble slu'_ge

-®
= 1

=_
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3.IncontrasttoaconvomionalS-L-Sfloatglass,inalow-

alkaliE-fiberglasscomposition,SO2 themajorbubblegas
and without deposits or shrinkage

4.39. CO2/N 2 exchange between bubbles and
surrounding glass an important phenomenon in melting of
commercial products: its significance again likely much
less/mportant in any LLW process, but the subtlety of the
chemistry is again illustrative

" - in TV glass, a major CO2 eubble
" mostly N2 in relatively short t/me.

Fig. 65. Exchange of gases between bubble and
- melt, 0 2 -fined IVglass (Kramer)

. -N 2 exchange between molten glass and

. primary CO2 bubbles in a eonta/ner tank dependent upon T
: correlated w/rh the dissolved N content of the glass,
: consistent with the known dependence of N solubility
- uponT

-_ Fig. 66. D_ssolved N2 vs location m glass from a
container tank (Debras et al.)

Fig. 67. Correlation of dissolved N 2 with N2 in
. bubbles taken fiom same locations (Debras et al.)
Z2

0
M
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0
4.40. Shrinkage of very small bubbles ¢= surface

enersy, probably not/mpo_t for I.LW processin 8 but
again/llustrat/ve of subtle processes

- the pressure inside a bubble is increased by
surface temion (analosous to the slight increase inside a
soap bubble or balloon) according to the relation

Pa = 2o/r (30)

where Pa = the pressure increase,
c_ = rho glass surface tension

: (_ r = the bubble radius

- for S-L-S glass this effect of significance-

only for bubble diameters less than ~ O.lmm (!), but likely
responsible for dissolution of smallest seed in some

" commercial products.

: Fig. 68. Pressure increase wrthm a bubble due
to surface tension

: 5.o agenization

5.1. FoUowing f'malstaid dissolution and bubble
removal to acceptable levels, variation in chemical

composition =, troublesome heterogeneity, affecting
i _ color, density, and refractive index_

.... ' ' )_1 r'' '1_ ' Tf¢¢ ' ?_ J ff " '_ " ?1_ '1'1''',,_,1, " PI)l
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5.12.Terminology W

-"striae"= tW,_>,dimensionallayersof
composition different from rho surrounding matrix

-"cords" ffione-dimensional veins that differ

incomposition
-"scale" = describes dimensions.

-"intensity" refers to difference in
composition.

Fig. 69. Schematic representation of scale and
intensity (Cooper)

5.13_Degree and kind of heterogeneity that is
acceptable ¢= product

. - in containers, uneven coefficients of

expansion =:, hatemal stresses :=> degraded strength

::_ million $ litigation Settlements
- haautomotive windsl_elds and

_. architectural, glass, varying refractive index :_
= unacceptable distortion

' - in-optical glass, index differences ::,
degraded instnmaent performance

- in the LLW product, effects listed above
not/mportam, but homogeneity required to maintain

! structural integrity without cracking (increased surface
area) of the f'mished slopes, hxespeetive of how they are
encased

-
_

', v, , ,lr, , ,
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g 5,14. Methods of dct©otiom

- schlieren photosraphy

Fig. 70. Strtagrams of plate glass

- chemical etching/interferometry

Fig. 71. Use of chemical etchtng and
interferometry

5.15. So,ees of heterogeneity
- batch upsets, e.g., errors
- inappropriate grain size of raw materials
- inadequatemixing
- segregation in the batch.
- volatilization at the atmosphere surface,

e.g., preferential loss of _ or B20 3
- change in redox conditions at the

atmosphere suaSace,e.8., amber stre',_ on the top sm'face
offloat glass

- reactionwithrefractories, dissolutionof

SiO2, A120 2 , and ZrO2

' 5.16. Homogenization Mechaaisms

-diffusion down the concentration gradients

Fig. 72. Schematic representation of reduction of
concentration differences by diffusion,

=
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O
- mixing (deformation of _t._ae,and cords by

shear andstretcl_g) _ shorter dif_sionpatl_ _
faster leveling of concentration gradients

!

Fig. 73. Reduction of heterogeneity by
attenuation and d_ffus_on

- mixin8 and diffusion by shear and
: stretching obtained through complex flowpatterns in the

tank, mechanical mixing and long residence times

6. Oxidation/Reduction Reactions=

Q
6.1. Common Observations

6.11. Properties of melts and resulting glasses
oxidiz_ or reducing conditions dining melting, e.g., with
nitrates or with coal in the batch.

2

- heat transfer within the melt

- foaming characteristics
- refini,ag properties

- color of a resulting glass ¢= relative
concentrations of different valence state ions from the same

=

' element, e.g., Fe2+ and Fe3+

: 6.12. Valence state ratios may depend upon
= Q=

- the atmosphere in contact with the melt

_
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-basecompositionorthoglass
-processingtime

6.13. Different valence states readily detectable
in melts and glasses

I

-spectrophotometry
=wet chemica_instnmaenCd 'methods

6.2. Characterization of oxidation/reduction processes

6.2I.Redoxreactionsofamultivalentspecies,

e.g., Fe, with 02 may be represented

-mostsimply,by

Fe+2 ¢:_ Fe+3 + e- (31)
.

4Fe+3(melt) + 20"2(melt)¢:_
-_ 4Fe+2(melt) + 02 (gas) (32)

: where 02 (gas) refers to molecular 0 dissolved in the melt
or available to it from an equilibrating atmosphere, and 0-2

_ represents 0 chemically bonded in the glass structure
- still more accurately, by acknowledging

that generally these ionic species coordinate with O of the
melt structure _ equilibrium equations written m terms

i ofthosecoordinatedgroups.

6.22. Rigorously, the redox relationship in a
= silicate melt is describedin terms of the effective
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i
concentrations or activities of the differem species
(denoted by brackets) and an equilibrium constant K, e.g.,
for Fe,

KFo- [Fe+214[O21/ [Fo+3]4 [O'212 (33)

where one

- approximates activities of Fe by usin8
analytically measured concentrations

- sets the melt's oxide ion activity, [0-2] = 1
for melts sufficiently dilute that the redox ion addition does
not significantly change the oxidic glass structure

6.3. Effect of impressed Po2
z

6.31. For the equation as written, a lower partial

pressure of 02 _ more reduction, a larger value of
[Fe+2], and a smaller ['Fe+3]

Fig. 7"4.Fe+3/Fe+2 vs Po2 (Johnston)

6.32. Generalizing for element M tl_t may yield=

the lower and higher oxidation states M(m-n)+and Mm+
_

: and following Sehreiber's convention

. - the equilibrium may be expressed

=

- 4Mm+(mdt) + 2nO-2 ¢:_ O
4M(m-n)+(mdt)+ nO2(gas) (34)
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- the equilibrium constant becomes

KM = ('_/l{m'n},+(mel.t))4(Po2)n /

(IV[m+(melt))4(O-2)2n . (351

with measured concentrations and the 0 2 partial pressure
denoted by parentheses

i 6.33. Dependencies of many multivalem couples

upon redox conditions have been determined.

Fig. 75. Redox rattos of multtvalent _onsvs PO2
(Shreiber)

_ - significance: from the equililmum
expression from above (Equation 34), one may derive the

- relation

log[M(m.n)+(mel 0 / Mm+(melt)] =
" n/4(=logPo2) + B(cons'tant) (36)

= - thus, a plot of

log[i(m-n)+(mdt ) / Mm+(melO] vs (-logPo2)

yields a slope of 4/n and predicts n, the number of e-
transferred in the redox reaction. As will be seen below,

- interpret/tag the this equation in terms of its net free energy

of reaction and the thermodynamic cell potentials permits
the use of the constant B to quantitatively compare the case

=

=

=

't It:t I III] II -
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of reduction of different elements in a silicate melt,

6.4. Temperature dependence: holding the impressed
Po2 constant with no significant c 'hange in (02-) of the
glass, higher temperatures =, s_onger reduction of the
multivalem element

6.41. From fundamental thermodynamics
(Clausius-Clapeyron and van't Hoff equations) one can
derive file relation

' log K =-AH°/RT + C (37)

where K = the equilibrium constant for the reaction

- AI-P= change in heat content for the reaction as written
R = the gas constantd

T = temperature
C = an inte on constant

=

This formulation may be applied to redox equilibria by
=

substituting for K the ratio of concentrations of the redox=

: species (Mm+(melt))/ (M(rn'n)+(melt))and wrapping the
(I'o2) and (O-2) terms into the integration constant.

! 6.42. Results from Johnston's experiments
_

_

Fig. 76. Temperature dependence of equilibrium
- constants (Johnston)

•

=
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6.43_ Characterization of redox l_wds in

commercial glasses

Fig. 77. Equilibration of commercial float
glasses m air (Swarts)

Fig. 78. Temperature dependence of redox ratio
in commercial float glass

- these data together with the Johnston
results _ estimate of the redox level in commercial float

glass, an effective Po2 in the range 10-3to 10-4 atm
m

6.5. Compositional dependence, an apparent paradox

-Q
6.51. Experiments _ making alkali-silicate

melts at 14000C more acidic, e.g., more Si02-rieh,
increases Fe2+

:. Fig. 7.9.Redox ratio vs basicity (Baucke and
Dully)

Similar behavior reported for other redox species in dilute
solution

6.52. In apparent contradictionwith experimental
results, inspection of the redox equation for Fe from above

_ 4Fe+3(melt) + 20"2(mdt) ¢:_

4Fe+2(melt) + 02(gas) (32)

......... ifr ....... Iii ............... I.................. ,.... I_l ......... III .......... Ii .... ,II ..... 'li_p[lll_' I'F'P"_I_,li' _l,Ii'rrllr n ............. ' III' 'l'v'l;ll':_l"lll,rl:l'rl'lllIl,;_I," '1 _lP_ IIr'll[IImlff__
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O
leads one naively to expect that increasing the Si02 content
should decrease a melt's ionicity (O2-), thus increasing Fe3+

J

- in fact, the redox equation as written does
not describe real life in the melt: Fe2+ and Fe3+ do not exist

as bare ion species in the melt, but are coordinated to the
O2-: The extent of that coordination depends upon the

° composition
- various authors have proposed formal

treatments by which to rational_e this difficulty, mid
indeed, Schreiber has also reported dam for Fe at much
lower temperatures that are apparently at odds With
previous results.

0
6.6. Interactions between redox couples

': 6.61. One simple interaction between the Sn and

-_ Fe couples in float glass =:_ patent for blue glass

Fig. 80. Redox ratios for Sn and Fe (Johnston)
_J

£ High-temperature melting led to a higher concentration
ratio of Sn2+/Sn4+than fcr Fe2+/Fe3+.However, upon
cooling the glass to lower temperature wifllout otherwise
changing the internal Po2 a lower Sn2+/Sn4+is favored

Z relative to the Fe2+/Fe3+, and Fe3+ is reduced to FEZ+,

yielding its characteristic red absorption and a blue glass.

This kind of interaction has been described analytically by
Rflssel and Sehreiber.

_' " '1..... II'I ...... 'I_H' '1' "" 'til..... i I I'l ) Ill 'l[ I_ IIfll"llll "f¢¢" tilr' 171'/#)l_ll_l'll'l_l_ll' "'1_ Jll_l_llll _il"l[/_'l_lIl_ll_l']]"l_'_) _qll'jl!_J]l[l'l_]l'l_l_lllttl'r l]l _'_l'
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6.62.PracticalNWG compositionsmustcontain

a witches brew of redox couples, the interactions of which
must be complex and which will detemfine affect melting
behavior, e.g., foaming and radiant heat transfer. The
Fe2+/Fe2+ couple has been proposed (C_ldman and Iwase)
to serve as an overall indicator of the internal redox state,
assuming that it comes to equilibrium with other couples.

g

6.7. Characterizationof redoxbehaviorby reduction
_tentials.

2 6.71. From fundamental free energy
comiderations, the half reactions describing a redox

process in the glass melt can be characterized by the
" reduction potential E°

4Mm+(md0+ 4ne- =:¢4M(m'n)+(mel0 E°M (38)
---

_

nO2 (gas) + 4he- :-_ 2nO2-(mdt) E°O (39)

2 Combining Equations 37_d 38 yields

4Mm+(mdt) + 2nO2-(melt ) =:>

"-- 4M(m'n)+(mdt) + nO2 (gas) (40)

with a AE°Mo = E°M - E°o (41)

One may compare the behavior of different cation redox
_ couples under the same conditions of sufficiently dilute

solution and temperature by setting the E_o for each

__
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O
reaction at the same common reference value, by
convention = 0. Following Schreiber'sconven'tion, one

then derives E'M(a simplefunction of the reduction
potential E°M) for each couple, defined by the relation

log [M(m'n)+(mdt) / Mm+(melt)] =
(n/4)(-!og Po2) + E'M (42)

where E'Mis equivalent to the constant B of Equation 36
above.

6.72. In practice, one determines the left hand
redox ratioby wet chemistry or/nsmanontal procedures

-

= after equilibrating the melt underdifferentPo2, e.g., as

characterized by differentCO2 / CO atmospheres. The
linear plot of the measured log(redox ratio)versus log PO2

then yields E'M from the intercept at log Po2 = 0 (unit
activity of 02 ). These values then provide a comparison of
the ease of reduction of different species inthe same melt

= undersame conditions of temperature and effective PO2

i and predict interactions between those couples.

6.73. The determined E' M vMues may be ordered
into an electrochemical nmnber series fbr a given silicate
melt analogous to the well-known series for water.

-

: Fig. 81. An electromotive series for ions in glass
: (Schre_ber)

Fig. 82. Comparison of the electromotive series
_; for glass and H20 (Schreiber)

--
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6.8. Direct measurement of reduction potentials, an

alternate approach to comparing redox behavior

5.81. From fundamental thermodynamics, the
equilibrium constant K fbr a reversible redox reaction can
be expressed by the relation

losK =- nFEo_T (43)

where n = the number of electrons transferred

F = the Faraday constant

• E0 = the standard electrode potential
R = the 8as constant

. _ T = temperature

By impressing a voltage that varies by a predetemamed
pattern, e.g., square wave voltammotry, across a cell ii1the

• melt and me_urin 8 current flow, characteristic peaks can
be detected correspondin8 to specific electrode reactions

- for 0.5% Fe203 in a S-L-S melt at 1100°C_

: R_sel found a peak potential of-560 mv corresponding to
the half reaction

Fe3+ + e..= Fe2+ (44)

Fig. 83. Theoretical and experimental

@' voltammograms _asseO

=
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0
- for 1% Sb203 at 900oc, two peaks were found

at -180 mv and -390 my, corresponding to the two step
reduction

,

Sb5+ + 2e-¢:_ Sb3+ + 3e- _, Sb° (45)

Fig. 84. Voitammogram for the two-step
reductwn of SbS+

= 6.82. Characterization of the 02-/02 equilibrium

in a melt by in-glass Pt and Pr/02 / Zr02 sensors
( Schaeffer et al.)

- a direct measure of the internal redox condition

- commercially available and inuse in European
_ces

- being tested by members of the Alfred Univ.
CGR

-subjecttopracticaloI_ratint_difficulties,e.g.,
contaminationbyS,dissolutionoftheZrO2 elementinthe
glass melt

_ 7. Refracto=_ry,/G!ass Interaction,(Brief Comments on
- Selective Topics)

7.1. Choice of Refi:actories

7.11. In general, a NWG melting facility needs to_ ,

minimize the rebuilding of 'tmtl_ and may accept the trade-
= off of increased capital cost of prem/um refractories in
- exchange for longer life.
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-bonded(solid-statesintered)AZS blocks
stillusedforbottompavingincommercialSiemenstanks,
but in lower temperature regions where dissolution
products will not directly enter the final product: probably
not a candidate for a NWO melter.

- more expensive fused-east h/gh-A1203or
AZS block are the convemional high-end choice for
commercial RLrnacesmelting S-L-S compositions: different
formulations within these families provide cost-effective
materials. Large Siemens float tanks (_ 500 tons/day) today
operate up to ten years betbre a rebuild.

- in principle, more dissolution-resistant
° materials are available, e.g., SnO2, high'Cr203, and high

ZaO2 blocks. However, cost, thermal,shock resistance, and

environmental dangers become disadvantages. What kind
of compromise would be acceptable will depend on f'mal
design of the process.

7.12. Special eorrosion-resist_t compositions
2 must be used in critical locations of a melting system.

- refractory blocks through which heating
o electrodes emer a tank (to resist effects of the higher

temperature glass)
- high wear regions, e.g., a submerged throat

!

_ 7.2. Loss of refractories, generally an unavoidable
problem.

_ r
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7.21. Principal Modes of Corrosion, downward

flow of hot glass at a side-wall ::_ under-cuttin8 at the triple
point

Fig. 83°Schematic of undercutting at a sMe-wall
and of upward drilling

and "upward_lling" tmdemeath a refractory body due to
presence of gas bubbles and surface energy effects

Fig. 86. Schematic of upward drilling

- in eonvemional Siemens tanks, tile 8lass
layer in the bottom, especially in the hottest region of the

melter becomes enriched in refractory eomponems such as O
ZrO2 and AI203.

-

Fig. 87. Schem _ttc of viscous refractory-reaction
glass tn the bottom of a Siemens melter

o

This elmnged composition is more visco'tm and tlatLsdoesn't
: enter imo the flow eirctdation patterns as completely as the

primat3r glass. As long as a stable operation is maintained,
without significant temperature fluctuations, tns bottom

= layer, modified by the refractory dissolution products
usually doesn't generate any problems. Conversely, a
change in tank flow patterns that stirs up this glass can
generate troublesome heterogeneity into the final product.

@
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- in tanksthatdeliver 8lass througha bottom
throat, corrosion 8lass may accumulate at the lowest level

andeven bo drainedoff continuously,to main'rainadcqua(e
homogeneity in theproduct.

Fig. 88. SchematW of refractory-reaction glass in
a submerged throat tank

- permeation of hot glass from the tank into
joints or cracks b_tweon refraotox3,blocks may attack back-
up refractories not intended for glass-contact, generating _,
defects and inhomogeneous glass: interaction of clay sub-
pavers with SO3_ontainmg glass

@ '
= A1203 / SiO2(clay) + SO3(glass) =_ more acidic glass

:=_lower solubility of S03=, S02 bubbles (46)

- premium back-up refractories may be
justifiable in structures for LLW molting, depending upon
design

_ 7.22. Exudation.from fused-cast materials, one
81ass/refraetoIT dissolution mechanism

: - a minor vitreous phase is present in most
fused-east refractories, deliberately engineered into the
structure by the choice of tumor additives, e.g., B203 in
some formulations

= - the presence of the_minor vitreous phase

represents a compromise between such factors as thermal
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shock susceptibility (which translates into yield of
uncracked blocks in the manufacturing process and thus
cost), and resistance to glass cotTosion (the more vitreous
phase present generally, the faster the block corrod(_s

-alkal/and alkaline earths from the

, contained glass diffuse into the interstitial glassy phase of
the refractory block, making that phase more fluid

- the more fluid interstitial glass then &a/ns
faster from block into the flowing glass, destabilizes the
remaining crystalline structure of the block near the glass
interface, and accelerates its removal into the 8lass ,and

dissolution
=bubble formation may occur within _ef

- block's vitreous phase, those bubbles' growth acceleratin 8
the expulsion of the block's glassy phase

7.3. Electrolytic refractory/glass interactions (perhaps
no bearing on reactions in a LLW process, but it typifies
subtle reactions that permeate glass-making and which may

_- be a source of problems)

7.31. Anomalous small N2 bubbles with some
evidence of a refractory origin

_

" xper/m ampl- e ems in which s es of the
_

__ ZlO2 "SiO2 refractory were equilibrated against float glass
documented generation of bubbles from the refractory:



A

g Fig. 89. Sketch of tab equilibration of bonded
AZS /glass and generation of bubbles

- in lab experiments, 02 and N2 bubbles ¢=
initial electrochemical origin of the primaxy bubbles and
subsequent diffusive exchange of 02 for N2 dissolved in
the ,lass

- plate glass exit lip (same kind of
_ refractory) =)ribbon completely polluted by 02 bubbles

- more recently, installation of tiCssame
kind of zircon-con_g material in shallow conditioner

-- by a major float manufacturer =_ bubble-polluted ribbon
: =same kind of phenomena observed by

_ _ others on related materials (Bossatd and Begley, Bedros et
al.) and a general mechanism proposed for an
electrochemical cell: current carried by Na+ dirking from

_: glass into the refractory and by e- within the block.: patent
_ issued covering a treatment to eliminate the most severe
= problem on startin8 up a new tmak with unseasoned

refractories
= i

q

: 7.32. More recently, au extensive theoretical
- analysis with corn"tuningexperimental data presented by

Baucke and Roth: critical requirement of the mee 'hanism a
o

presence of trace reducible ions (impurities) that can take
part in the cell reaction

_ 7.33. Evidence of a small electrolyhc reaction in
-_ ZrO2-free dense "high-purity" AI202 lab crucibles: with

..... I'I .... 'I I ' '_lll_, ....... Irl[fill ' II l'h,l'l15r lr ...... H,, '_ql'llPlmIlrlllllM',.,,.li_I,' I'[ '_lril[il,,,ll',r_l, ,'**,w _f'i',ff.._,,
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@
Na20"SiO2 melts _ very small 02 bubble generation near
the crucible side walls, and evidence fomld for electrolytic
reaction (a lab curiosity at most)

8. The Challenge in Modernizing Glass-making or
Developing a New Process

8.1 Traditional glass-making ¢:_ still much art,
empiricism.

: - overlap of processes still a fact of life in most
commercial processes

- most traditional glass--making lags the
chemically engineered industries, e.g., adequate

i

independent control of individual processes (melting
reactions, refrain 8, homogenization, and thelmal
conditioning)

- new "kigh-tech" glass making processes, e.g.
2 •

: optical fibers and electromc packaging developed with
more disciplino of chemical engineering / less baggage of
old technology

- 8.2. Considerations re the LLW process

8.21. Need for characterization of waste make-up
=

=

- nuclide composition, halt-life spectrum:
: presumably well-characterized

= - chemical unifol_ty?
: -cation composition/redox characteristics?

i

- .

_1r q[, i, i?1
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-anioncomposition(nitrates,halides)?
-Suspensionmedium (aqueousacidic,pH)?

8.22, Requirements of composition and product

- acceptance of as high a level of LLW as
possible consistent with constraints of the required final
compositio_ process operation and glass properties

-acceptablevariabilityincomposition,
- consistentwithstableprocess,operationandacceptable

variability in ambient properties of)he fm_ glass

- ease of melting (m_um
_ time/temperature integral)

: - viscosity/temperature function appropriate
to forming (canister filling?) with adequate resistance to

: phase separation anddevitrifieation .

- adequate resistance to aqueous leaching2.

: - sufficiently low sensitivity of expansion
: coefficient to composition and temperature to minimize
: fracture (generation of increased surface area) and potential

exposure to leaching

:0
=

-- ,
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8.:22.Constraintsupontheprocess

-appropriate time/temperature meltin 8
integral to yield solid dissolution, homogenization, and
refining adequate for long-term storage

- self-contained with respect to gaseous
emissions, dust, and waste?

- acceptance of the LLW as a separate

stream or premixed with glassbatch?
- pre-eomp_tion (pelletizing) of the batch?
- pre,heating?

2 - use of foreign or internal culler?
Z

8,24. Likely characteristics of the process

- not a tradilio_l flame-fired open "bath-
mb"

- relative separation of prima.W melting and
conditioning fimctiom, with ability to replace entire.
hardware components

- a concept similar to present cold-top
melter with auxiliary homogenization/conditioning unit_

- a "further out" electric melting concept

such as SthTed melting?
_

_ 8.25. Advanced melting schemes

Fig. 90. The proposed Gtasstech M_xmelter
- (Richards, figure from Barton

- U li . I I_._
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- electric "scull" melting analogous to fused-
east refractory manufacture, but with a water-cooled shell
(melting glass within glass)?

Fig. 91. "Scull-melter" concept

- hybrid semi-closed gas/electric system
related to the Battelle Pyroflttx melter?

Fig. 92. Battelle Pyroflux melter (figure from
Barton)

- hybrid o-I system'/
_

_ Fig. 93. 04 RAMAR (figure from Barton)
_ Fig. 94. 0-I RAMA& perspective sketch

Frg. 95. Schemattc of the PPG new process
_

- a semi-contained GRI fast melter?

- Fig. 96. Schematic of GRI's A GM (figure from
Barton)

8.26 Batch component aids to accelerate
: melting, consistent with redox character of the process,

e.g., presence of slgr_ficant mtrate components

_:7 8.27 Electrode and glass-contact materials
-

_ consistent wifl_ redox character of the melt, required
longevity of equipment, and case of replacement

-

_
q
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Effect of grain size on melting time

,, Fig. 5. Effect of grain size on melting time O
_
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EFFECTOF BATCHSHAPEON _LATIONRATES
, ii i i, ,, i,i i i

SURFACETO MELTINGTIME % RATE
SHAPE VOLUMEPATIO (MINUTES) INCREASE

SLAB 0,25 49,5 ---"
(RESTRICTEDFLOW)

SLAB 0,62 37,3 24
(UNRESTRICT-EDFLOW) 3'

,.

CONE 0,56 36,3 27
z

HEMISPHERE O,50 35,8 28
z

° LOGS 0,73 34,5 30

TOROID 0,59 27,3 45

=
_
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0
=_ Fig. 10. Effect of T on ablation rate (Hammel)
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/ Heat Ioeathrough
: wallsandbottom
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--- lbl

- Three-dimensional free convection flow in
-:: continuousglass melters. (a) Short wide fur-

nace. (b) Longfurnace. Source:

_

-- Flg. 13. Three dimensional flows
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O Fig. 18, Energy cost of H20 addition to batch
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Fig. 19. Acceleration of meltinq by salt cake
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- Variation of gas-phase volume per unit.,.melt volume with
time for isothermally heated melts wsth coarse sdica sand contain-
ing 4% of total Na:O from Na:SO4. Experimental data points arc

_- fitted by Eq. (8).

@ Fig. 28. Foam volume vs time, coarse sand (Kim and Hrma)
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Fig. 33. Near ZR spectra, AI203 additions to
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Fig. 5. Infrared spectra of soda-lime-silica glass. ([a)
After melting in gas furnace, (Ib) after bubbling with H20
for 2.5 hr at 1400°C and P,,o _f380 torr, (lc) after bubbling
parts of samples Ia and Ib with ammonia for 1.5 hrat 1400°C;

spectra for these samples were identical.
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: @ Fig. 42. [R absorptance of N in S-L-S glass (Mulfinqer_
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EVOLVED GAS DETECTION

Stelznor ct al. (1988)

* Evolvedgasvstemperature

* Mass spectrometric analysis

* Assignmentsof physicallyand
chemicallydissolvedoxygen

• i[ i ii11 i i i iii i , ' _ i ii

1
° _ oxygen {

e °=m chemical
_im,D

_ _

L.

° Ii- _

_ _ !11-

900 I000 I100 1200 1300 1400

Tcmpcratur© ('C)

: Fig. 50. Extraction of physical and chemical 02 from glass

0 (Stelzner et al. )
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II. Measured Values of the Solubilitv Constant S (in 10-3kg/m 3) for
"al Gases in Soda-Lime-Silica Glasses

lO00°C 1200°C 1 °C
m i _ ._._ ..... i _ .___ml u ,. .___,,,_m.,._-- - - i ii i mn,i ; i i i

. He 0.59 0.63
, H20 2200 2500 2700

N2 0.50 0.50 0.50
Oa 1280
CO2 340 230 170
SO_ 4.7" 10v 4.5" 105 1.3" !04

, i [i i i aimiw.. ,a ii i nn ! ii . mu i i . i1, i p

- O

.2

=

_ Fig. 51. Solubility constants of c,ase_. dissolved in S-L-S

-_ glasses (lr_mer ) ' O

--.--
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' Concentrations of Dissolved Gases _n Commercial Glasses, Typical
Values
_Bm_A_IB_I_&IIIIII_ Iili II I I' I II i '!'=i_ millirl I II' I II I IIlli

10_ wc._o
a_,-- _ . . --., _L__:_,L ...... . _.- I . In I I I _ i L , L., i i i

H20 80-280
N2 0.2
02 40-160

@ CO2 60-80
• SOz 2500

" O Pig. 52. Concentrations of qases dissolved in conme_cZaZcompos2tions (Kz_lmer)
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Measured Values of the Diffusion Constant D (in 10-W°m2/s) for
ral Gasp's in Soda-Lime-Silica Glasses

i k___ _ I III

1000°C 1200_C !400°C
u u 1 i i iu , j i i pi, i

He 115 164

H20 0.07 0.5 2.1
N2 0..07 0.07 0.07
02 0.038 0.64 5.5
CO2 0.07 1.4 10.5
SO3 0.03 0.13 0.45 _._,,., ,, ,,, i iiml

O

=

i

i
2

r.

Fig. 54. Diffusion constants of gases in S-L-S qla_ses O
(Kr &met )





Physioaldissolution of Ar andN2 inFloatGlass:Diffusionofthos©
Oas_ fromGlassinto02 Bubbles(Swart.s)

No_:

Ar/N2inair= 0.012

vanderWaa_ di_ctcrs :

N2 = 2,86A
Ar=3.14A

PartialPrcssur_inAnaly_d
Bubbl_, Torr

Anodic 02 bubbles in glass as melte_ 02 N2 Ar Ar/N2

......T_#_,0._ii11.d__, (m_or)0.15 0.00320.021
_ Tr_#2,5_ a__ '.... (m_0 ...... 0 ........o 0.07 .0017 0.023

_: _v2 r_ _ b_b_ _o2,., oS__ _ oS_ O
_ #l _b,, _tOl

i

......i 'I....andz_fmodtoremovedallN2 bubbles (major) 0.43 0.004

_

Arfor1.5hr,_hen_l_vely electrolyzed

and refin_i to remove _, AI"bubbles (major) 0.36 1.5
: ¢ondm_: -Since_ Ar/N2 ratio tn tke anot_ hubbla was ordersof - -

Flq. 56. De_ection of physically dissolved N 2 and Ar

: di-_solved in £1oa_ glass equii.brated with air
=

_ (Swarts )
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BUBBLE CON,CENTRATION.S' NUHBER/IN3

Surface 446

8" 1032

16" 1354

24" i165

32" 1406

40" N.S. 1

0

Fig. 58. Typical bubble concentrations uptank of the Ospring-zone of a large float tank

i



N 2 'and (20 2 in Bubbles from the Melter

of a Float Glass tank

Depth N 2/CO 2

Surfavv 8.1%

8" 8.5%

O 24" 4.3%_

32" 2.2%
_

=

z

i

O Fig. 59. Gas analyses, bubbles from dip samples



BU_____BBLESIN A SIEMENS FLOAT TANK

,i

_ Bubbles/era_l_3 Diameter, mm

Surface 15 O.15 - O.40

10" 28 O.02 - 0.30

20" 47 O.02 - O.30
J

28" 47 0.02 - 0.25 _

__ 40" 40 0.02 - 0.30
,m-

43 " 56 O.02 - O.25
=

In the ribbon - 5-6 orders of mztgnitude fewer bubbles t.
- J,._a..._ .m_.,_.._m.lm_

_

,, •

' l,_ubble composition - 80-109% C02, balance N2

z

- ...Flq'________.60" Enlargement._ofbubbles__ ..... _.___bYsulfate ref inlnq __z

_
_

_
_
_
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O

r

Chang©incomposition'ofm OxygenBubble

02

d _

,

|
O Fig. 61. Interdlffusion of gases between bubble and melt



®

= Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of large defect bubble containing (a) liquid
condensate and (b) fixed deposit.

i

_

-- Fig. 62. Deposits in bubbles from float glass O

r,, ,, " ,rl ,, ,. ,,



0

0

|

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph showing interior surface of defect
: bubble containing (a) condensate and (b) fixed deposit.

2

0_. Fig. 63. Ma2S04 and elementary S"

_
_
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®
Gas Analyses (Average values) of Bubb!es

from the inel ter of a Float Tank

Pressure,Torr

Lo_ation N2 CO2 COS $2'

Surface 1.5 18 0,6 (21 i)

8" 3,7' 40 3,6 (184)

Z4'! 8.0 152 35 (36) 0
s

32" 4,8 210 5,7 (10)

' * These are vapor pressure values oaloulated for flae S2 vapor assumed
: present in the bubble before it oondensed upon oooling of the glass to room

temperature These valu©swere calculated from an assumed total pressure of
about 230 torr in the bubble at room temperature and gubtraction of the

o measured pressures of the non-condensed species.
_

Conclusion: In the melter, these bubble Qontamedsulfur vapor as the
i principal gaseous speoies, rather than SO2as oommonly suggested.
I
,I

OFIg. 64. Calculated partial pressures of elemental S °
present in bubbles from float glass dip samples--





s. •
Samples

J | fl | • * • i J _ * J • i m J --

1 :2 3 /., G 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12 13 1_ |S 1G 17

Variation de la concentration en azote dissous
en /ozscUondes cifff_renteszones d'un four en acUon.

_ Fig. 66. Dissolved N 2 vs location in glass from a container Otank (Debras et al.)

_

-
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®
N2 i,

|00

I

0- !

,

. 0 10 20 30 _ 50 60 70 N(ppn'i

Evolutlon des pourcentages en azote present
- daos des bulles en fonction des concentrations en azote dissous
: dans la masse.

l

Fig. 67. Correlation of dissolved N 2 with N 2 in bubbles

O taken from same locations (Debras et al.)
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_
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:_ 10"4 10-3 10-_ 10-_
_ Diameter (cm) , •

,i Relation between diameter of a bubble and its

equilibrium inter'nal pressure assuming a surface tension
4 of 300 dyne cm -i (ref. 54).

]

- !

" 0- Fig. 68. Pressure increase within a bubble due to surface
tension
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Fiq. 72. Schematic representation of reduction of
concentration differences by diffusion (Cooper)

' ,,i, rl_ , 1,i,i,,, II , IIii r .... q_ ' I_lll_ II '111
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- FLg. 73. ReductLon of heterogeneity by attenuation and
- dlffuslon
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_"_%, ,NazO.ZSiOz_.2.5%Fe203,1100oc(JOHNSTON) 0

.,. -I.6 -- _%_ _,,%ca,,.

m

2 '%
-0.8 ---- _,

¢.o '_%
5 ..j.AIR) , , _-- -----

%
%

0 2 4 6 8 I0 [12

- LOG Poz

•
Fig. 74. Fe+3/Fe +2 vs PO2 (Johnston)
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Ftg. 76. Temperatu=e dependence of equilibrium constants

(Johnston )
-

0
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5.5 l 6.0 6.5 700 7.5

I/°K x 104

Flg. 78. Temperature dependence of redox ratio in 0
: commerclal float glass
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J
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°
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- 20

0 0 I0 20 30 40

._ MzO (mol%)

° Irdication of how the upper state isfaroured in the Fez" :
Fe3. equil:brium in M20-Si02 systems by (i) increasing alkali

: oxide content and (ii) changingfrom lithium to sodium to potassium
for git:en tool% of alkali oxide. Redox data are from Reference 5

-=..

-2

-_ Fig. 79. Redox ratlo vs basLctty (Saucke and Dully)
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6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0

I/T°K XlO4

Fiq. 80. Redox ratios for Sn and Fe (Johnston) e
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i

EM'(Melt, T°C)
, EO| _ q lm i li ii iii ii - _ !

SRL-t31 FAS Na,Si:O s Aqueous,
1150 1500 1085 25°C

I iii i i i iii i i • ilill i 1 i | -- i

Redox couple
b Ni" 3--2 1.7 1.5 1.75
a Co" 3-2 1.4 1.1 1.83 ,
• Au" 3--0 > 0.8 1.42
c Mn:3-2 0.8 0,7 1.51

i Ag: 1-43 0.5 0.80
f O:O2-2- 0 1.22
d Ce:4-3 --0.1 0.8 -0.5 1.46
g Cr" 6--3 --0.3 1.1 1.20

- k Sb"5--3 --0.3 -0.9 0.68
q Cu" 2-I --0.8 0.16
s U" 6-5 - 1.5 0.2 0.06
j Fe'3-2 --1.7 -0.4 -2.1 0.77

= rn As"5-3 --1.7 0.58 i
li V :5-4 -- 1.9 -0.8 -2.7 1.00

_ i U'5--4 -2.2 -1.3 0.61-i

n Cu: 1-0 -- 3.3 0.52
x Cr:3-2 --3.4 -1.6 -0.41
o Mo" 6--5 - 3.8 0.48
p V: 4-3 --4.0 , -3.8 0.34

__ w Eu'3-2 --4.3 - 1.8' -0.35
t Ti" 4-3 --5.0 -3.7 -5.7 0.03

- u Ni' 2--0 -- 5.3 -0.24
r Sn" 4-2 --5.5 -4.4 0.14-

v Co" 2-43 -6.0 -0.28
y Fe" 2-0 -6.3 -0.41

Mo'5-O --15.8_

S' 6-2- - 19.2
Reference Johnston Milazzo

[1965] and
= Caroli

[1978]
=

Q Fig. 81. An electromotAve series for ions in glass
(SchreIber)
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-800 -600 -4.00 -200 0

, -_--E/mV------ ' ---

=

Fig. (1) Theoretical square-wave voltammogram of a one-electron-step,

at1100°C
_

0
_ -% iiii i i ___ m, ,, __ JL.....=

£

- "_o

_,,ml

=

-- 0,5
"_ .

_

...... I .... I ,,, ' I, I

: -800 -600 -_00 -200 0

E/mY ,-'
=

=

: 0 Fig, (2) Experimental square-wave voltam=nogram mt" an Iron doped sod_-
- lime-silica glass melt (0,5 mol-_ Fe202, _ = llO0°C)

Fig. 83. TheoretLcal and experL=ental voltammograms ._0_l
( RQssel )
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Square-wave voltammogram of a g|ass melt' doped with Sb20 s
%

(:I tool-% SbzOs; ,_ = 900°C; _ = I0 ms, Aft = 100 mY)

Fig. 84. Voltammogram for the two-step reduction of Sb 5+

(RBssel)
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__. Flg. 85. Schematic o£ undercutting at a side-wall
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Fig. 86. Schematic of upward drill]nq 0__
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Fig. 88. Schematic of refractory-reaction qlass in a

_ submerged throat tank 0

_
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- Fig. 89. Sketch of lab equilibration of bonded AZS /glass

O and generatlon of bubbles
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The Glasstech Mixmelter for waste vitrification." the
impeller and the furnace lining, both made of refractory metal, are
used as power electrodes '

Frg. 90. The proposed Glasstech Mixmelter (Richards, figure

from Barton



= Fig. 91. HSC ull-melterN concept

®
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Figure8. Battelle's Pyroflux glassmelter in which the sand, feldspar,
lime and dolomite are preheated with a cyclone cascade

Fig. 92. Battelle Pyzo£1_x melter (fLguze from Barton) O

nn, ' ll,lVlm



(Micro)mixmelter

Ccntrit'u_d

.

RAMAR (rapid melting and refining). Owens Illinois,

.=

--2

_ ,

Flg. 93. 0-I RAHAR (flgu_e from Barton)
@
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,... Hot air and glass
Fuel tmtch material

Fuel

Limcstonc-.soda ash Limestone-soda ash

Coolant Coolant
Melt
flow

_

AGM (advanced glass melter). Gas Research Institute,!

_

_

-v

7

__ ° • •

Fig 96 SchematLc of GRI's AGM (.fLgure from Bazgon)
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